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Roksana Bahramitash’s Gender and Entrepreneurship in Iran delves into the
history of the Middle East, particularly Iran. It is also an ethnographic
source. While the book will be of significant interest to scholars of business,
management, finance, and entrepreneurship, it will also be of interest to
scholars of Middle East and Iranian studies. By studying women of low-
income strata working in the informal sector, Bahramitash’s book is a
great addition to earlier works about female entrepreneurship in the world
and a major contribution to entrepreneurship in Iran. Her book should be
adapted in business, finance, and social science courses dealingwithwomen’s
employment and their contributions to the social economy in theMiddle East
or even in the West.
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In this book Brian Catlos takes on the Herculean task of examining Muslim
communities of Latin Christendom. This subject has been studied piecemeal
over the years, but no one has undertaken a study of all Muslim subjects
(Mudejars) under the yoke of pre-modern Christian rulers. Catlos covers
the gamut of medieval Christian realms ruling Muslims over five centuries,
from Iberia (with the largest and longest-lasting Mudejar population) to
Norman Sicily, Hungary, and the Crusader States. He begins in the mid-
eleventh century when Muslim rule in Iberia and Sicily started to unravel
and the Church and kings of the Latin West took an active interest in Islam.
He concludes with the forcible conversion and expulsion of Muslims in Iberia
by the early sixteenth to seventeenth centuries.
Catlos divides Mudejar history in the Iberian Peninsula into three periods.

Christian Spains I chronicles the first phase of the Reconquista (mid-eleventh
to mid-twelfth centuries). Christian Spains II stretches from the 1150s to the
1350s, when the bulk of the Iberian Peninsula came under Christian control
and relations between Muslims and Christians stabilized. Christian Spains III
covers the demise of theMudejar community (c. 1350–1526). By this point, the
community represents the only area of Latin Christendomwith a substantial
number of Muslims. This period sees Mudejar communities at war with
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each other and deeply embedded in diverse networks of interdependence,
subjugation, and mutual benefit.
Interwoven in this meta-narrative of Iberian mudejarismo is the story of

Mudejar communities elsewhere in the Latin world. Catlos points out the
striking sociohistorical parallels between the history ofMudejares inNorman
Sicily and Iberia. Norman conquest of Sicily begins in the 1060s around the
same time as the CastilianReconquista and endswith the forcible deportation
of Sicilian Mudejares to Lucera in 1224. In between is a remarkable symbiosis
of Norman–Islamic culture that has left us with a rich legacy of art and
scholarship. Mudejar experience in the Crusader Levant reflects similar
episodes of convivencia and repression. It is only when the Crusaders settle
in as rulers that a spirit of pragmatism driven by realpolitik takes hold. Even
then, no effort was made to convert Muslims.
Catlos also addresses the non-indigenousMuslim communities of Hungary

(Turkic tribes like the Bashkurts, Pechenegs, and Volga Bulgars) that had
either migrated west or been taken as slaves. As recent converts to Islam,
their connection to Arab–Islamic culture was tenuous. Hungarians had such
good relations with theirMuslim subjects that the papacy reprimanded them
and Muslim soldiers helped to free Hungarian Crusaders.
This detailed historiographic investigation composes the first part of

the book, which Catlos titles “Static Diasporas.” In the second part, Catlos
addresses the sociocultural aspects of Muslims “Living in Sin.” This division
has the virtue of laying out in great detail the historical basis for the in-
depth discussion of thought, word, and deed that forms the intellectual heart
of the book. In “Thought,” Catlos addresses religious anxieties of Muslims
living under Christian domination and misperceptions of Islam. In “Word,”
he skillfully tackles the administration of Mudejar communities and the
application of lex Saracenorum (law of Muslims). Ideally, Muslims were to
be judged secundam suam zunam (according to their own legal customs),
but over time they lost status. Two Mudejar witnesses were equivalent to
one Christian and, if caught for intercommunal adultery, Muslim men were
severely punished by being hanged by their feet. In “Deed,” Catlos shows
that in daily life Muslims and Christians were engaged in a diverse range of
interdependent relationships.
Catlos’s book is groundbreaking for many reasons. The foremost of

these is that in the wake of strong anti-Muslim sentiment today, Catlos
dares to present the other side of the picture: our medieval past when
Christians mistreated and butchered Muslims. He gives lie to the story
told by some Crusades scholars of Muslims thirsting for Christian blood.
He shows that contrary to prevailing perceptions that continue to feed
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Christian anxiety of Islam, there were more examples of peaceful interaction
and accommodation than there were of massacres. Boundaries between the
communities, especially at the local level, were often blurred, and inter-
communal interdependencies were the norm. Catlos provides us with a
valuable counternarrative that will embolden others to pick up where he left
off. This book offers an alternative textbook for the study of the Latin West
and the roots of its interaction with the Muslim world.
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Miriam cooke is a veteran and respected scholar of the Middle East. In her
newest book, she turns her attention to the Arab Gulf States. Once framed
as an exceptional footnote to the greater Middle East, the Gulf States have
more recently emerged as central to our understandings of the region. The
outstanding contribution of cooke’s book is her nuanced articulation of the
evolving role that tribes and tribalism play in the social matrix of these
modern societies. Amid a veritable blizzard of new attention to the region,
the centrality of tribe to her understanding of these societies is welcome, and
the entirely accessible style with which the book is written only enhances its
usefulness.
The book comprises eight chapters framed by an introduction and

conclusion. The first chapter, “Uneasy Cosmopolitanism,” points to some of
the sociocultural frictions resulting from the Gulf States’ recent decades of
rapid modernization, with some attention to the vast population of foreign
workers throughout the region. In the two chapters that follow, cooke
explores how the conceptualization of tribe has been shoehorned into the
geography of the nation-state, and how that conceptualization connectswith
ethnicity and class in the national container. In the fourth chapter, “The
Brand,” she begins to explore how this sense of tribal belonging interacts
with the cosmopolitan pluralism of the region. To do so, she uses barzakh
as a model of how ideas of tribal authenticity are maintained amidst the
diversities of the Gulf present. The three concluding chapters explore how
the social and infrastructural development of these modern Gulf States
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